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Retirement plans have undergone quite a few changes over the 
past 18 months since the SECURE Act of 2019 was passed. And 
we’re not done yet. Another rule change made by the SECURE 
Act becomes effective this September. Plan sponsors will be 
responsible for providing projections of the monthly amount a 
participant could receive in retirement based on their current 
account balance. The projections must illustrate both a single 
and a joint life annuitant payout, and they must be included on 
participants’ benefit statements at least once every 12 months. 
This initiative is intended to help workers understand how their 
retirement savings will translate into a stream of income in 
retirement and help them make decisions about how to better 
prepare for retirement. 

As directed by the SECURE Act, the Department of Labor 
(DOL) provided standard assumptions for the projections and 
model disclosure language plan sponsors can use to satisfy 
this requirement. If the DOL assumptions and model are used, 
plan fiduciaries will be relieved of liability for legal claims from 
participants whose actual income in retirement falls short of the 
projections provided. Since the DOL published this guidance, 
questions have emerged about how to comply with the new 
requirement. This summer, the DOL answered some of these 
frequently asked questions. 

Deadline
Plans that permit participants to direct their own investments 
must provide the first lifetime income illustration on a benefit 
statement for a quarter ending within one year of September 18, 
2021. This means that the first disclosure must be included on a 
benefit statement for fourth quarter 2021, first quarter 2022, or 
second quarter 2022 to fall within the one-year time frame. After 
the initial disclosure is made, disclosures are required at least once 
every 12 months. 

Continued on page 2

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE: LIFETIME INCOME ILLUSTRATIONS 
REQUIRED SOON

Other Projections Allowed
The DOL clarified that plans may provide lifetime income 
illustrations that differ from the DOL’s standard assumptions, 
in addition to the required DOL projections. Many plans have 
been providing various types of illustrations for years, including 
illustrations that project retirement income based on an 
individual’s assumed future contributions. Plans can continue 
providing these illustrations, but must provide an illustration  
that satisfies the rule, which is based solely on the current  
account balance. 

Final Rule Forthcoming
The DOL’s standard assumptions and model language were 
issued as an “interim” rule. The DOL has confirmed that it will 
issue a final rule as soon as practicable based on comments 
received on the interim rule. Some of the concerns voiced so 
far have questioned whether the DOL’s illustration is helpful to 
participants because it does not consider future contributions, 
which may be misleading to younger workers who have many 
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years to grow their accounts. The DOL stated it will consider 
providing transition relief if the final rule differs materially from the 
interim rule and there is not sufficient time for plan administrators 
to accommodate the changes.

Plan service providers are already taking the necessary steps to 
ensure they can calculate the retirement income projections under 
the DOL’s standard to include on plan’s benefit statements. But it 
is still the plan administrator’s fiduciary duty under ERISA 3(16) 
(typically the plan sponsor) to ensure the plan is complying with 

the lifetime income illustration requirements. Plan sponsors should 
confirm and document their plan service provider’s process for 
including the illustrations on participants’ benefit statements. Once 
the timing is confirmed for the benefit statement that will include 
the first lifetime income illustrations, plan sponsors should develop 
a plan for educating participants about what is 
being projected, the assumptions used, and how to 
analyze whether the monthly payments projected 
for them will be sufficient in retirement.

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE: LIFETIME INCOME ILLUSTRATIONS REQUIRED SOON
Continued from page 1

The IRS’s Employee Plans Compliance Resolution System (EPCRS) 
is designed to improve overall plan compliance by helping plan 
sponsors voluntarily correct plan compliance errors for a reduced 
fee or, in many cases, no fee. Penalties for compliance errors are 
often significantly lower if a plan sponsor identifies and corrects 
the problem voluntarily rather than having the issue identified in  
an IRS or DOL audit.  

EPCRS offers three programs for correcting plan errors:  

§ The Self-Correction Program (SCP) allows plan sponsors
to correct certain operational errors for no fee and without
involving the IRS if they follow the correction procedures
described by the SCP.

§ The Voluntary Correction Program (VCP) allows plan sponsors
to correct plan errors after submitting paperwork to the IRS,
paying a fee, and receiving IRS approval for the correction.

§ The Audit Closing Agreement Program (Audit CAP) allows plan
sponsors to correct errors discovered during an IRS plan audit by
working with the IRS and paying a penalty.

During third quarter, the IRS made several changes to EPCRS that 
make correcting plan errors easier for plan sponsors. 

§ Extended time to correct under SCP – Plan sponsors now have
until the last day of the third plan year following the year for
which the failure occurred to correct a significant operational or
plan document error. Previously, plan sponsors only had until the
end of the second plan year.

§ Extended automatic enrollment safe harbor – If deferrals are
missed under an automatic enrollment feature and the mistake

is corrected within 9½ months after the end of the year in which 
the deferrals were missed, the plan sponsor does not have to 
provide a make-up contribution to the participant as would 
otherwise be required. This temporary safe harbor correction 
option was set to expire on December 31, 2020, but it has been 
extended through 2023. 

§ Easier to correct with a retroactive plan amendment – The
updates to EPCRS make it easier for plan sponsors to correct an
operational error by amending the plan document to match how
the plan was operated.

Updates to EPCRS also eliminated an option for plan sponsors. 
Previously, plans could submit correction procedure proposals to 
the IRS anonymously under the VCP. The IRS has eliminated this 
option but has indicated it will make an “anonymous pre-submission 
conference” available to discuss alternative correction procedures 
before the plan sponsor formally submits under the VCP. 

One of the requirements to be able to self-correct operational 
mistakes under EPCRS is for a plan to have written policies and 
procedures to ensure consistent operations. The IRS recommends 
plans implement internal controls to make certain the plan is being 
operated in compliance with the laws and the plan document. 
Internal controls should be designed to help detect and prevent 
plan errors, including, for example, having processes in place 
for periodically verifying that plan operations are performed 
according to the terms of the plan document, and the accuracy 
of the employee compensation records transmitted to the payroll 
processor and/or the plan recordkeeper.

IRS UPDATE: UPDATES TO THE IRS’S PLAN CORRECTIONS PROGRAMS
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For plan sponsor use only, not for use with participants or the general public. This information is not intended as authoritative guidance or tax or legal advice. You should consult 
with your attorney or tax advisor for guidance on your specific situation.

DOL UPDATE: ANNUAL REMINDER TO CHECK THE FIDELITY BOND 
Plan fiduciaries and others who handle plan assets (called plan 
officials) are required to have an ERISA fidelity bond. This bond 
protects the plan from risk of loss due to fraud or dishonesty on 
the part of a plan official as they’re carrying out their plan duties. 
Each plan official must be bonded for at least 10% of the amount 
of assets they handle. The minimum bond amount is $1,000 per 
plan official. The maximum bond amount with respect to any one 
plan official is $500,000 per plan ($1,000,000 for plans that hold 
employer securities).

Plan sponsors should periodically review their fidelity bond to 
ensure that it provides adequate coverage for the right people 
in the right amount. As plan assets grow and the roles of staff 
members change, the fidelity bond may need to be expanded. 
Without the required bond, plan officials could be held personally 
liable for any loss to the plan that should have been covered by a 
fidelity bond. Plans that do not have a fidelity bond or have a bond 
amount that fails to meet the minimum requirements also may be 
at risk for DOL enforcement action. 

A fidelity bond is different from fiduciary insurance. Fiduciary 
liability insurance protects fiduciaries against losses caused by 
breaches of fiduciary responsibility other than fraud or dishonesty 
(such as errors in plan administration). Coverage for ERISA 

fiduciary responsibilities is not typically included in a business’s 
standard errors and omissions (E&O) liability coverage. Fiduciary 
insurance is not required by ERISA, but it may be a prudent 
investment for some fiduciaries. As cybersecurity measures 
become more prominent following the DOL’s recent guidance on 
mitigating cybersecurity risk, fiduciary insurance providers are 
expanding their cybersecurity insurance options. 


